
Chapter 65: city 
The nursery rhythm was tense for a while, until the plane took
off, it was a little calmer… She was not sitting so close to Lu
Sicheng, but it was not the same as before. Before she was
forced to do so, she did not take Lu Sicheng seriously.
Potential secret love objects have seen it.
- It is as if he suddenly has sex.
This metaphor, the nursery rhyme, described this to Yang, and
was ridiculed by the ruthless swearing.
After the plane flies smoothly, the broadcast notice can open
the entertainment equipment. In order to distract attention, it is
no longer like a neuropathy. The person sitting next to her at
this time, the nursery rhyme opens the ipad to watch the red
arrow game video - the red arrow this team predecessor It was
the “Assassination Corps” team. After the s3 competed for the
defeat of the world champion, it was disbanded and
reorganized. Only one player was left to become the “Red
Arrow”. The “Red Arrow” team stayed in the ranks of lpl year
after year, but since After s3 took the runner-up, he never
entered the s-series competition: every time it was a little bit
worse, missed the tickets.
Last year, the old team member left by the “Assassination
Corps” announced his retirement -
When I walked, I just lost the s5 ticket, so he walked very
regrettable and humiliated. He said it was hard to hear. He was
driven away by the fans of Red Arrow. What “old people” and
“older orders” were “dragned” This statement has…
The most confusing thing is that after he left, the results of
Red Arrow did not become better. This spring’s spring is just a
result of a round of the playoffs: but the sprays that were
spurting at the beginning did not have any The station stood
out and announced that it was responsible for the matter.
“…”
The nursery rhymes changed their hands, held their chins, and
looked up slightly in front of them in a row, forcing the old k
and the old cat “two couples” to see the red arrow team’s
information -
Not everyone is as clean and neat as the gods, and they are
sent by applause and cheers… Most people, even if they have
been brilliant, are retreating to the bench after they are



gradually unable to move. When one day, people almost want
to take him. Forgotten, just when he was ridiculed, he would
suddenly jump out and send a Weibo, announce his retirement,
and forward hundreds of thousands, and will never be
mentioned again the next day.
This is the status quo of the professional circle.
The nursery rhyme wiped his face and turned his head to Lu
Sicheng: “Captain, what will you do after you retire?”
“Coach, if the game goes bankrupt, go home and do things in
the company. The main content of my dad’s annual burning
worship is that the devout Buddha hopes that the fist company
will close down the next day.” Lu Sicheng did not think about
it, “Why ask this?”
“…a video of the game before watching ghosts.”
“Ghosts were forced to retire last year, playing tickets for the
bubbling competition, and sending the team to the sky with no
strength.” Lu Sicheng said, “He actually has no problem with
his own operation, and his mentality is blown up.”
“It’s sprayed by the spray.”
“Playing a job is not a good job for you. It will be enough to
play a game. Sometimes you have to be a self-conscious
person as a professional player - what to listen to and what not
to listen to; what to do and what not to do.”
“Oh, but why did you start a quality education suddenly?”
“…”
“Hmm?” The nursery rhyme raised his eyebrows.
Lu Sicheng and the curious eyes looked at each other for a
moment, and smiled for a long time. He used his fingers to
play the forehead that had been brought to his front: “Nothing,
I am afraid that those sprays will ruin you before you can
shine, little girl.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
In fact, it’s not painful to be bombed.
The nursery rhyme is still “squeaking” and shouting his
forehead back to his head, his face is reddish, and there are a
few huge bullets left in his head. The little girl is a little girl,
the little girl, the little girl, the little girl, the little girl…
This is a crime-level sister.
At this point, the chubby behind the nursery rhythm smiled
and caught her backwards, and patted her on the shoulder:



“Nothing, just listen to the captain, don’t let the do not do it,
play the game, it will never On the day of the spiral explosion
- and even if it blows up, the captain will stand up and stop in
front of you.”
Lu Sicheng stared at Xiaopeng for a while, and said with no
expression: “Who told you that I would be so great and
compassionate?”
A nursery rhyme: “Is it not?”
Lu Sicheng: “The one you said is the Buddha.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Xiaopang: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “But chubby is at least right.”
Nursery rhymes: “Hey?”
Lu Sicheng: “I want to hear my words.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The two assistants exchanged a big eye at each other and then
squatted together to watch the video of the game…
Lu Sicheng smirked and turned to face the window and
continued to close his eyes. When he heard from the ear,
“They also liked the gank middle road. They gave me a look at
the opening.” “Don’t give honest brother, he won’t die.” He is
dead, you don’t have a pot, let him die, and the like, when you
hear “choose a bullhead e (plus blood skills) and scream at
him behind him, mad at him 2, 3, 3,” the man finally I couldn’t
help but open my eyes, paused, and finally closed again.
After about twenty minutes, he was quiet behind him.
Vaguely heard the voice of the flight attendant pushing the car
close, originally looked like a man who was sleeping, opened
his eyes, did not see much sleepiness in the eyes, just looked
up and looked at it - the whole plane, including his teammates,
slept in twos and threes It’s almost the same, his family’s
singles and assistants are in love and fall asleep…
Especially in his family.
By virtue of her natural height, she curled up directly in her
legs and slept in the shape of a tumbler in a small seating
space. Her whole body was skewed like a chubby, leaning
against him on a soft pad.
Lu Sicheng: “…”
When the flight attendant pushed the car closer, asked Lu
Sicheng if he needed something to drink, the man asked for a



cup of coffee, and when he took the coffee, he would turn to
the tumbler on the chubby side with three fingers -
She squinted and fell steadily on his shoulder.
The long breathing is close at hand.
The man paused, put down the coffee, and picked up his
sweater to cover her shoulder.
As for the nursery rhymes, she only knows that she has slept
for a while.
The plane’s virginity was shaken up, and the head was again in
a standard fox-like look. When she found out that it was just
the plane landing, she sighed and raised her hand to wipe her
mouth: “The landing technique is too bad. I have to complain
about it… Hey, chubby, do you have any saliva on my face?”
“No,” he said, humming his face with a red stamp on his face.
“But you have honest brother’s clothes on your body.”
The nursery rhymes looked down and saw a long-sleeved
jacket on their knees. Zgdx’s winter uniform was last year, and
there was a ches embroidery of “chessan” – the nursery rhyme
stared at the dress for a while, until the big hand next to it.
Take it away…
“It’s common sense to take a jacket with a plane in the
summer.”
“…”
“You can only go out alone for three days.”
“…”
It is also true that people are short-handed. Since they are
indeed taken care of, it is also appropriate to accept two
humility and accept them.
……
The hotel arranged by the organizer of the city of C is already
at two o’clock in the middle of the night. Considering that I
have to get up at 8:00 the next morning to start makeup
preparation activities, the nursery rhyme washes her face and
hurriedly sleeps… She swears that she just closes her eyes.
After a short while, the alarm clock rang.
The nursery rhyme with a stomach of grievances and wake up
to get up and take a bath and blow her head, put on a clean
team uniform and go downstairs, just sit down at the breakfast
table and drink a mouthful of juice, the organizers began to
urge them to make up… At the same time, the other players



were in a state of anger that they didn’t wake up. Only the
early childhood of the nursery rhyme and the death of the
starless people felt the true anger.
“I don’t mean to go to makeup at 9:30? It’s only half past
eight.”
“The organizers said that all of you have arrived, and you will
leave early to avoid traffic jams on the road.”
“… So early, what activities are there today?”
“We are just picking up and dropping off the staff. The
specific content is going to ask the person in charge of the
booth to know what it is!”
“…”
At this time, the nursery rhyme is that you dare not be more
reliable. When people arrive at the place, they tell the activity
content. Who is this to be surprise?
- This is the first wave of anger, at this time the anger value is
25, reading a quarter.
I got on the bus and pulled all the way to the exhibition. I sat
in the dressing room and let Xiaorui get the bottle of yogurt.
The nursery rhyme was drinking and observing the
surroundings. When I first started making makeup, I kept
hanging the staff sign. When people came in to take pictures,
the photos were changed to be signed by Xiaorui. Some of
them only chose Lu Sicheng and the players with higher
popularity such as old k and Mingshen; some are obviously
“don’t miss one when they come here.” Holding a book and
signing one by one…
Lu Sicheng was very cold but patient at this time. Someone
had to sign it, but the nursery boy got a sigh of gas and added
low blood sugar. At this time, everyone looked like two
hundred and five… she was silently counting until she had
tenth When the three people handed the book to her side, she
thought that the number was good, and then began the first
round of today’s outbreak -
She took the book back to the person’s hand: “Don’t sign it, I
have makeup again, how many times have you stopped? Rui
Ge, you stopped.”
She deliberately heard the entire lounge.
Xiaorui’s face “How do you scream”, with the words: “Ah?
Oh, you know, let’s talk about it.”



At this time, the staff member in front of the nursery rhyme is
a sister who is almost as big as her. Wearing a cheongsam
dress worn by showgirl, it should be a part-time job for college
students. Before I came in, I had several rounds of signatures.
It is estimated to be brought to others… This time Refused,
she squatted, did not say anything, put away the board and left.
“Well done well,” the makeup artist who gave makeup to the
nursery rhyme rolled his eyes. “How many times have I been
interrupted this morning, I have drawn a line of eyeliner and
scored four times to draw a ghost? These people are showing
off with friends what I am. Can go to the background to see
xxx, do you want to sign with you, and then ran in to sign! I
told you, I have seen this much, I may not know how you are
doing. I know that it is a celebrity playing games.”
The nursery rhyme “oh”, no snoring, and raised his face to
make makeup for the makeup artist.
- This is the second wave of anger, at this time the anger value
is 50, read one-half.
After finishing the makeup, the nursery rhymes sat on the sofa
to eat biscuits. After watching it refused, the girl wearing the
cheongsam sneaked in and sneaked in several times. This time
she bypassed her directly to find Lu Sicheng… The nursery
rhyme turned over. I want you to be a gentleman, grab a
mobile phone to brush Weibo -
Brush and brush it to one, click inside and see, it’s a fan who is
probably on a Weibo, and the content of Weibo is like this -
The following comments are a bunch of her friends and
relatives: “Sisters play professional?” “It’s also a staff
member, hey, holding the chicken feathers as an arrow!” “Ha
ha ha, I seem to know who you are talking about, to be honest,
seeing her early is not good. I don’t know what is going
on!”…
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Yes.
Very angry.
Muttered “I am embarrassed”, the nursery rhymes took the
phone to the sofa for a shot…
- This is the third wave of anger, at this time the rage is 75,
reading a quarter.
The nursery rhyme fell on the phone, and suddenly she felt



someone approaching. She suddenly turned back and just Lu
Sicheng bent down to pick up her mobile phone… Her nose
tipped across the side of his cheek at a rapid speed, and the
nursery rhyme fell. The brain was empty and didn’t react at all
to grab back his cell phone.
Lu Sicheng looked down at the phone in his hand and looked
at it for a while, then smiled slyly: “Is it bad to say behind the
scenes?”
“…………………Mad, I don’t see how this kind of borrowing
is cheap.” The nursery rhyme rolled his eyes. “I saw how
much I did in high school and didn’t do much.” I have been
away from a famous ser in the arm recently. He is still my
god!”
“and then?”
“I found that he was not much taller than me, and he took off
the powder.”
“…………… How short is it?” Lu Sicheng reached out and
took her to the sofa from behind her head, “You are a bit
violent today, didn’t you have enough in the morning?”
The nursery rhyme leaned on the sofa, using his hands to open
the big hand on his own eyes, and then looking up at him from
the other side with his head pointing: “Looking at the good-
looking girl wearing a cheongsam to sign your heart?”
Lu Sicheng let go of her: “It is a habit.”
The nursery rhyme raised his eyebrows: “That’s what you
guys are used to.”
“Otherwise, these people will go out and chew their tongues,
you see,” Lu Sicheng shook his baby’s cell phone. “Isn’t this
coming? In the afternoon, it is estimated that there is a famous
team member who is grumpy and arrogant, and does not match
the performance of the weekdays.” The post appeared…”
The child squatted and took a deep breath, as if it had reacted
to it, and began to regret it.
“The people are not afraid to wear shoes.” Lu Sicheng put the
phone in her hand. “You just close your eyes and watch the
past, don’t be brought to this rhythm.”
“But-”
“What did you say on the plane yesterday?”
“……what?”
“Listen to me.”



“…”
“Well? Obey.”
“…………………… You are holding you as the captain.”
The nursery rhyme put the phone in his pocket, and Lu
Sicheng glanced up from the sofa and grabbed the comb to
comb his hair that was caught by Lu Sicheng… Seeing the
chubby hippie smile and the old k from the mirror, they made
a face: If you don’t play professionally, you can apply for a
police dog trainer. Maybe you have to shine in another
industry.”
Lu Sicheng leaned on the sofa and squinted his eyes and swept
the group of players who were afraid of the world. “Don’t
irritate her, then jump up and you pick up?”
The nursery rhyme is like throwing a comb with Lu Sicheng’s
words.
Xiaopeng, they closed their mouths instantly.
- This is the first wave of cooling, at this time the anger value
is 65, the reading progress is falling, because the captain said:
think twice and do not give yourself a rhythm.
In the line, the nursery rhyme pulled down his hair and told
himself that he should be calm and have qualities.
……
Grinding and grinding until about 11:30, a staff member came
in to bring the nursery rhymes from the dressing room to the
“private lounge” which was simply set up with a board next to
the booth. There were a few plastic benches in the table, a bit
stuffy and noisy around. The nursery rhyme is licking a small
Swiss who doesn’t know where to get out of the bread.
“This exhibition does not give food.” The nurse asked the
bread.
“There is water to drink,” Xiaopeng drank. “There is a good
drink.”
The nursery rhyme thought about it, and evened his bread
more than half to look at the fat man who seemed to be hungry
enough.
During the waiting in the lounge, it was probably Xiaorui who
finally moved. During this time, no one came in to sign, but
from time to time, there were busy staff members coming in
and out… Finally, it was estimated that the activities on the
side of the booth came to an end. The restroom door, a group



of girls on high heels, walked in with a smile -
Xiaopeng, several of their big men naturally stood up from the
chairs to give way. Some of them were very polite and thanked
to sit down. The nursery rhymes hesitated and stood up, and
then the position was said to be the one who said her bad
things. After sitting down, I gave her a look…
Tong Tong thought that I said good people have good news?
The nursery rhyme stood behind her and licked her teeth.
Several of the showgirl girls standing opposite her met. It was
estimated that the one sitting there was not very polite and
clamored together; Lu Sicheng married her. At a glance, it’s
just that when you don’t see anything, you just close your
eyes.
At this time, the last wave of high tide came.
The host finally came in and sent the next activity item to
everyone, including the interactive game session.
When the nursery rhymes pick up the game, they are
dumbfounded. They don’t do it. They don’t know who made a
new idea. They want the team’s princess to hold a booth on the
booth of the booth. From this head to the end. Then the sister
used the hammer in her hand to ring the gongs and win.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
To be honest, the first reaction she saw in this game was to call
the police to have some vulgar content to be sensational.
Looking up, this time the other players’ faces are not very
optimistic, and a few young girls are also hesitant: people
wearing cheongsam, so hugged and hold like what.
…and, more importantly, besides that.
The nursery rhyme put down the program list and said with no
expression: “Who wants the activity? Don’t tell us in advance?
This group of games is all hand-injured, and the weekend
therapist just said that after completing the acupuncture for
half a month. I don’t want to work hard inside, I didn’t let
them screw this week…”
Xiaorui glanced at the nursery rhyme and quickly picked it up:
“Yes, yes, this is really, the person in charge? Come and
change the game, this is really inappropriate, the impact is not
good -”
There are several showgirls echoing.
“Our game props are ready, time is just right. Now it is



inconvenient to change it? In fact, it is just a matter of time,
don’t have to hold it for a long time, and it will pass.” The host
hesitated. Obviously can’t do the Lord.
The nursery wrinkled his eyebrows and walked over to the old
cat. He picked up his coat and revealed the wrist bandage
underneath: “Now my teammates can’t stand it anymore.
There will be competition tomorrow. If it hurts, who will be
injured? ?”
After she said that she put down the claws of the old cat, she
did not let go, and her face was strong, like the old hen who
only guarded the scorpion, and she was in front of her old and
weak sick teammates.
The host laughed and saw that the little girl was so strong, and
it was a bit frustrated. I was a little bit sloppy and wanted to
talk about it again, but at this moment, suddenly passed from
the corner of the lounge. Come to the sound of the drops -
“I said the girl, from the beginning you are stinking and you
are looking for a chance to find it? Not telling you that the
organizers are ready to have the props and have time to
arrange them, can’t they change?”
The man who was not in the morning with the virginity turned
around, holding a bottle of water in his hand -
“Everyone is taking money to do things, who is more noble
than who? Then I don’t like it, don’t come, but when I collect
the money, I have to make it difficult for the organizers. Are
you playing games too much? The big lords are holding two
jins of little girls on the stand and running two laps so that they
are going to die to live-”
Her words could not be finished.
Because when she said “to die to live”, the nursery rhymes
have accumulated a day’s anger value of 100, at this time, in
the case of anyone who has time to react, she took the old cat’s
hand and went up to marry her. The chair - the plastic chair
slammed, the person sitting in the chair screamed and fell to
the ground!
The nursery rhyme went up to the tiptoe and just picked up the
plastic chair and was ready to take a qw two to take her dog’s
life. At this time, she was lifted from the back. Her back of the
head hit a strong chest and did not respond. Being held up by
someone -



“Let go!”
Child roaring.
At the same time, the woman who had a lot of fart had
climbed up from the ground and screamed and poured the
water in her hand with a bottle. The whole bottle of water did
not touch the hair of a nursery rhyme, but it was poured. Lu
Sicheng, who is kneeling in his arms, has a back.
At this point, the lounge is completely messed up into a pot of
porridge!
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